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Market model has taken over globally

• Electricity markets opened in several regions since the 1980s:

starting from Norway, U.K., U.S., and South America.

• Market institutions being set up in localities across the globe:

– European Union has adopted a target of a single internal

market for electricity following the Nordic model.

– Increasingly taken in to use in the developing world from

Turkey to India to Philippines.

→ To understand the preconditions for a global energy transition,

a need to understand markets.
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Why markets

• Electricity markets are an experiment based on free market
ideology in the 1970s.

– Competing private firms more efficient than public utilities.

• Markets set up for the generation and use of electricity.

• Transmission and distribution networks remain regulated.

• Additional responsibilities for system operators to ensure that

the lights stay on.
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“A well-functioning and competitive power

market produces electricity at the lowest pos-

sible price for every hour of the day. . .

The price formation process is therefore eco-

nomically effective for society. ”
Quote: Nord Pool webpages.
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Reminder: Perfect competition in a market for a single good

Figure 1: Demand and supply bids.

Source: CORE.
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Baseload

Total cost=FIXED+variable costs
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Peakload

Total cost=fixed+VARIABLE costs
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Total costs by plant type

The two straight lines show the total cost per MW for peak and baseload

plants.

Source: Green, 2005.
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Load duration curve

This curve ranks the hours of the year in the order of demand. There are

T hours with demand at least B measured in GW
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Duration curves in the real world – Example from Finland
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Industry marginal cost curve and demand

D is the highest hour demand in GW. At price PR , demand is K . Since

PR − CP > 0, the peak units run surplus, and this is needed to cover

their fixed costs. PR − CB > 0 is even bigger but so is fixed cost
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Price duration curve

This curve ranks the hours of the year in the order of hourly prices.

There are T hours with prices at least CB
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How is the supply curve constructed in real electricity markets?

Consider the following illustration:
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What does the illustration tell about electricity markets?

1. There is an auction design for clearing the market

• Uniform price auction

2. Demand is inelastic

• Consumers are not active in the market

• Demand becomes before the supply

3. Small number of producers

• Firms can raise their profits by withholding capacity. How

exactly?

4. Producers have capacity constraints

• What if D > 7?
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Price caps and market power

In all electricity markets, prices are capped:

• If all units are called into operation, the demand may exceed

the capacity → firms can ask very high prices. Max price p

limits the profits.

• Firm may strategically manipulate the available capacity to be

offered → price cap to limit these incentives.

But these interventions lead to other market failures:

• The market designs in actual use often do not lead to

market-driven transition to clean technologies: price caps can

distort investments (aka missing money problem).

• Separate capacity mechanisms needed: investments are

procured or directly subsidies.
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Electricity markets are often far from ideal

Countries have adopted complex support systems. For example,

fundamental reform to the architecture of UK electricity regulation,

almost abandoning the principles of market competition:

The Electricity Market Reform (EMR) legislation: Prompted by

underlying concerns about a lack of investment that threatened to

undermine both security and decarbonization goals.

Source: Grubb and Newbery, 2018. (Link to the source) 15
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Illustration: demand and supply curves in the real world
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Figure 2: Demand and supply bid curves for noon 3 Apr 2017.

• Constructed from data covering in total 160+ million bids

from electricity wholesale markets in California, the Nordic

market and Spain from years 2002–2018. To be discussed

later in the course

• Each bid consists of a price and quantity pair for one hour. 16



Illustration: bid curves in Nord Pool

Table 1: Annual supply by technology in the Nordic region

HYDRO NUCLEAR THERMAL WIND

DEN 0 0 26.1 8.7

FIN 13.6 22.1 41.2 0.9

NOR 129.4 0 -4 1.2

SWE 66.1 62.6 8.9 5.8

Total 209.1 84.7 72.2 16.6

Notes: TWh/year, average value in 2001–2017. Thermal includes

generation from condensing power plants and net trade to neighboring

regions (here including net trade between countries within the region).
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Illustration: bid curves in Nord Pool

Figure 3: Demand and supply bids.
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Illustration: bid curves in Nord Pool

Figure 4: Demand and supply bids.
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Recap: Electricity markets

• Basic idea: Let competition do its job in improving efficiency.

• Careful implementation to make it work

– Energy generation and retail are subject to competition.

– Action so far in the wholesale markets.

• Electricity markets are subject to strategic behavior

– Few large producers that have market power.

• Externalities and new technologies starting to affect markets.

– Policy interventions, such as price caps and subisidies

undermine the basic idea.

– How independent are the network questions?
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